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Vuginia Wright 
Modem Furttiture in Canada, 1920-1970 

Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997 
reviewed by Deborah Miller 

This is a brave book. Like the architects of mod
embm who, wanting to bravely go where no 
one had gone before, set out to explore "space" 
as the final frontier, this book c;ets out to exam
ine unexplored dimensions in the history of 
Canadian design. The territory Wright exam
ines is shadowy rather than star-studded, how
ever, daunting not for its vastness and evident 
richness, but for its purported meagemess and 
insignificance. All but ignored, the history of 
modem furniture design in Canada has drawn 
virtually no book-length, scholarly attention to 
date. It has alc;o, as Wright points out, been ne
glected by galleries, museums and exhibition 
ccnters, none of which have developed a man
date to collect, conserve, publish and exhibit 
Canadian furniture of the 20th century. It is this 
surprising neglect, and implicit lack, that 
Wrighl sctb out to both explain and redress. She 
hopes to provoke.a shift in appreciation and 
awaren~, as well as in curatorial policy. The 
book's targets are, therefore, many and varied: 
historians, curators and government agencies 
are included, as well as designers and educa
tor;. 

Organized chronologically, the book's 
seven chapters trace the development of mod-



em furniture in Canada from its early ap

pearance in the 1920s to its demise in the 1970s. 
Issues pertaining to the development of a pro
fessional design industry, design education and 
design advocacy are the focus, with the empha
sis shifting, as the book progresses, from the 
emergence of a new type of design practitioner 
to the rise and demise of government support 
and public advocacy. Although all types of fur
nishings are addressed, domestic designs are 
favored, particularly in the many reproductions 
(mostly black and white) that accompany the 
text. 

This emphasis on home furnishing stems 
in part from Wright's use of popular home deco
rating magazines, such as Canadian Homes a11d 
Gardens, as a key source. Wright argues that 
these magazines, along with national depart
ment store chains such as Eaton's and 
Simpson's, were the sole promoters of modem 
design in Canada prior to the Second World 
War. Wright also researched a number of pro
fessional and trade journals for the book. in
cluding JRAJC, Canadian Architect, Omadian Art, 
Industrial Deszgn, and Fumiture arzd Fumishiugs. 
Most impressive however, are the photographs 
and textual documents culled from national, 
provincial, municipal, university, corporate and 
private archives across the counlrfr sources that 
bolster the national scope of the work. Through 
the resourceful .nUx of archival, trade catalogue 
and magazine photographs found in Chapter 
1, for example, readers witness tubular metal 
and bentwood construction infiltrate" modem 
daily life in Canada/ redefiningthe contours 
of an operating !heater in a Vancouver hospi
tal, a Toronto "School of Beauty Culture/ a 
department store lunch counter, a suite at the 
Royal York Hotel, and Montreal-made Crane 
bathroom fixtures. The operatingtheater image, 
which opens the chapt~ nicely summarizes the 
confident, if somewhat prosaic, debut of mod
em furnishings in Canada as scientific, sanitary 
"implements" designed to "perform: 

A different perspective, however, one 
which renders the history of Canadian modem
ism significantly less • glossy," less consistent 
and less confident, emerges through Wright's 
subsequent discussion of the factors that shapl'<i 
and/ or failed to shape the course of furniture 

design over the next fifty years. "Progressive"' 
visions, seamless efficiency and harmonious 
relationships may have characterized the new 
designs, but such attributes failed to inform the 
developing induslrfr which faced numerous 
obstacles such as an uncertain economy, con
servative manufacturers, factious professionals 
jockeying for funding and influence, problem
atic government support and little consensus 
as to the parameters, goals and national dimen
sions of modem furniture design. ln Chapter 
1, for example, which covers the 1920s, the 
promising introduction of streamlined designs 
is brought to an abrupt end with the stock mar
ket crash of 1929, an end, according to Wright. 
precipitated by the • extreme fragility of the 
consumer goods market." 

During this brief but fruitful period, 
modem furnishings were the result of experi
mentation and collaboration between artists, 
craftspersons and manufacturers-not the 
work of architects or profes-sional designers
and women were in the vanguard of change. 
Wright illustrates how, in their roles as sanitary 
reformers, magazine editors, writers, clients 
and consumers, women constituted modem 
furniture's earliest advocates and principal us
ers. Many of the first environments to feature 
modem furnishings were either •women's" 
spaces (department stores, beauty parlours, 
hotels, and domestic kitchens, for example) or 
were subject to the concerns and demands of 
women reformers (working in hospitals, clin
ics and schools). Women surface throughout the 
book with refreshing frequency. They appear 
as students in the first professional interior 
decoration course to be offered in Canada (ini
tiated by the Ontario College of Art in 1930); as 
the winnerS of prestigious design scholarships 
offered to students during the early 1950s; and 
among the country's award-winning industrial 
designers of the 50s and 60s. 

Architects, meanwhile, surface belatedly 
and with considerably less aplomb. In the sec
ond chapter, which addresses the interwar 
years and ties the gradual professionalization 
of interior decoration and furniture design to 
curriculum changes at art schools, the establish
ment of craft-based schools (such as Montreal's 
Ecolc du Mcuble), and the formation of profes-

sional50Cieties, Wrightcharges that Canada still 
had no authoritative figures arguing for a new 
theoretical framework fur design, and no propa
gandists for industrial design and decorative 
arts beyond department stores and popular 
magazines. She notes that the profoundly con
servative)RAJCneitherreported on projects by 
the European avant-garde nor published pho
tos of interior architecture or furniture. When 
the Canadian architectural profession finally 
entered the field of modem furniture design 
after the Second World War, its official position, 
dismissive of other design professionals, was a 
portent of factiousness and contempt, rather 
than productive collaboration. 

Chapters 3 and 4, which focus on the 
fields of crafts and architecture respectively, 
elaborate on this growing tension. According 
to Wright, these oppositions, which persisted 
throughout the post-war years, were artificially 
created, professionally motivated and a handi
cap to the development of Canada's fledgling 
·design industry. A growing and diverse group 
of trained practitioners was nonetheless now 
available •to meet the demands of new tech
nologJes and markets, • and architects, if lack
ing in diplomacy, had design savvy. Wright 
credits Canadian architects with a number of 
innovative and exemplary, if sometimes ill
fated, modem furniture designs. A. J. Donahue 
and D. Simpson's 1946 prototype for the 
world's first molded -plastic chair. for instance, 
was denied a patent and never put into pro
duction. The design was three years in advance 
of Eames's two-piece prototype for MOMA, 
and 16 years ahead of the first mass-produced 
one-piece plastic chair designed by Marco 
Zanuso and Richard Sapper in 1%1. 

Wright's look at the role of the Canadian 
government, and at Donald Buchanan and the 
National Industrial Design Committee in par
ticular, threads its way through the latter half 
of the book and culminates in Chapter 5, which 
examines the efficacy of committees, competi
tions and commissions in improving, promot
ing and preserving modem furniture design. 
Critical of Buchanan's single-minded commit
ment to large--scale industrial production. his 
continued promotion of architects as the be.t 
industrial designers and planners, and tus 
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•reductivc and dogmatic• approach to 
modem de<;jgn. \\'right fino.h many of his, and 
qyruw. initiath either ·wanting, mbguided, 

01; by the late 194 , ob.;olete. 

Tht? remaining chapters eumine the 
196tb and ;o-, \'\'right looks at the transfer of 

politic.1l re..;pon.-.•bility for design from culture 
to comme~tt; the en:.uing -.hlft in financial sup
part from public education and promotion to 
new industries :'t!ch as aem,-pace (e\"'er critical 
of arcbitcct.-., Wright blames the lafR of politi
cil l'tiU on Ottawa':. politicia:n5. bureaucrats and 
·their ardUtect-ad\'isor~n; the decrpti>e flour. 

ish of design acthity and media attention 
prompted by Ellpo '67, and the subsequent de

mise of modem fumitun! design in Canada. 

In short.\ vqght manages to bringto light 
the unsung and often supenor efforts ai count
less Canadian designers_ arch.itects, exhibition 

organizers and advocates. The industry's be
leagumd past pro\ es rich tmain a.ftt>r an. and 
\\'right argues comincingly for the need to pre
serve this aspect of Canada's design heritage.. 
However, read m iamiliar "'ith Wr:ight' s ear
lier exhibition c.1talogue on modem furniture 
desi;n may fecl in some wa) , tile the title of 

the earlier work, •seduced and abandoned.· 
Rather dry and plodding. the book-length treat

ment lads the "';t and forWul thrust that <fis.. 

tinguished the earlier piece. And while the 0\"er 
200 images are thoughtfully selected, the book 
would have benefited from the inclusion of 

some working drawings and templates illus
trating the mldering style , COfbtruction tech
niques and production method> characteri5tic 
of, or particular to, modem industrial design
ers. That said, however, the book stands as a 
singular and important contribution to the his.. 
tory of Canadian design, and hopeful]}~ as a 
pur to researchers and curators across the 

country. 

lHbomh Milln is 11 gradwzte studtnt in t&r llomt5-
flc Em:rironmmts .sa:tim of tJ..e Aof.cCill Schcol of 
Ardzittcturt's Housing program. ttnd t~uthor of the 
CAC's Sigrun Blilow-HUbc: A Guide to the Ar
chh t'.. td lrma Murray (Monttt:QI: McGill PrtSS, 
forthcommg). (The CAnadzan Archdtdurt Coll«
tion of Blackildtr·lAulmnan LibrAry. McC111 Uni· 

so 'Jhr Fl flh Cnlumn 

M"Sity, mmlly acquirtd the archivt of Signm 
Billow-Hu~. ~of CanatLl:< lmding mdu~trial 
~gners ~ 01~ to the archivt, winch frsz
turr;,; a:xT 3600 rrorking dT'IIWings. ttmplat~. pho
tographs and Jil~ i~ ~ule1l for rdett..;e in early 
Dcmrtbt.T of 1997-.Yi.} 

Grah.tm livt!Se}~ Michael McMordie and 

Geoffrey Simmins, 

Twelve MoJmr Houses 1945-1985 

Ul~-: Aris Press and Univemty of 
Calgary Press, 1995. 

miewed by Ga\in Affleck 

Published on the occasion of an exhibition 
mounted at the Niclde Arts Museum in Calgary 
in 1995, this catalogue i!> a skillfully executed 
contribution to architectural history. Drawing 
on material in the Canadian Architectural Ar
chives of the Unr~ers~ty of Calgary, Tweme Mod
trn Houses brings together a dozen private resi
dences designed by the most notable of Cana
da's post-war architects. 

This is a book that takes pleasure in re
visiting the ideas of a youthful phase of Mod

emM! in an equally youthful country. As is 

not uncommon in eTas of creativity and experi
ment. in that phase a r.hared ideal was ex
pressed in a w1de variety of approaches. Houses 
as formally disparate as Ron Thorn' & free-form 
Fraser Residence, John B. Parkin's austere 
Cra~hley Re!>idenre, and the Patkaus's meta
phorical Pyrch Residence come together in this 

publication as a coherent effort to espouse Mod
emi-.t idea b . As the authors point out, however, 
• mo~t Gnadian architt.'cts were pragmatic and 
informal with respect to Modernist theory~ 
(page 2). 

Twelve Modem Houses is marked by an 
abiding faith in the convergence of the univer
'it); the profe-sions and the contemporary state 

that is refre~hing for an academic publication. 
As a ct!l'ltral theme, the desire to create, promote, 
and defend a national Canadian architecture is 
itself an intriguing idea. The book's double time 

frame (written in the 90s, referring principally 
to the 50s, 6(b and 70s) puts this idea of cu]. 

tural nationalism in unique perspective. As Brit
i_.,h critic Peter Buchanan has convincingly ar

gued, Modem architecture in Canada was 
among the best in the world. The work was 

honest, uncomplicated,and energetic, and Ca
nadian architecb were clearly more preoccu
pied with creative concerns than with justify
ing their work. The effort by the authors of 
Twelve Modem Houses to situate Canadian Mod
ernism in a larger international context is de
fen~ible as an hi!>tor:ical exercise, but one can
not help but feel that a creeping Canadian sense 

of inferiority has overtaken work that in its time 
was distingubhed by a singular and almo!>l 
niave powt'T. 

ThU. de~irc to pinpoint the Canadian 
version of an international movement is the 
essential motivation of Twelve Modern Ha11ses. 
To this end, the authors make a number of per
ceptive comments about how Canadian char
acter has been expressed in architectural form: 
John B. Parkin's reticence, Arthur Erickson's 
ambigu1ty, Douglas Cardinal's idiosyncracy. 
Finally, however, the proof is in the pudding: 
the ultimate confirmation of national identity 
is the literary style of the text itself. Typical of 
the unassertively Canadian writing of Twelve 
Modern Houses is this passage from the intro
duction: "For us, the lack of dogmatism in the 
Modernist impulses testifies to a healthy inde

pendence that may in part constitute the elu
sive Canadian architectural character." (page 

11). And the claims of Canadian pragmatism 
on the part of the twelve architects are given 

further weight by the discussion in the mtro
duction of such practical concerns as the use-



fulncss of an architectural archive and 
whether or not architect-designed homes are 
luxury items. 

This book is proof that culture, if not a 
manufactured product, is at least a constructed 
reality. That cultural history is being created in 
Calgary (please bear with the northeastern ar
rogance of the reviewer) is an encouraging sign. 
Twelve Modt.Til Houses allows that the dictum 
•history is the work of individuals" holds true 
as long as one considers the interpreters rather 
than the perpetrators. The individual inter
preter in this case is Michael McMordie, who 
almo:.t singlehandedly set up the Canadian Ar
chitectural Archives at the University of 
Calgary in the 1970s. With great foresight, 
McMordie set about collecting the drawings 
and papers of projects while they were being 
executed, long before they had archival value. 
Today, although one of the least known of Cana
da's architectural collections, the C.A.A. is a 
virtual treasure trove of source material on 
twentieth-century Canadian architecture. 

If there is a disappointing note to this 
publication for readers of The Fifth Column, it is 
Graham Live:.ey' s inabilty to retrieve the nar
rative power and Shopenhaueresque gloom of 
his precocious diatribe, "The Mediocrity CuW 
(TFC 3.3/ 4, [1983): 3). He has had an education 
(and a life) since then, and architecture is, after 
all, a question of experience. 

Gavin Affleck is a partner in the Montreal-based 
jim1 Affleck + de la Riva Architcctes. 
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Note: The Canadian Architectural Archives has 
also sent us Kathy, E. Zimon, ed., The Doug/Qs 
CarduUll Architectural Drawings: An Inventory of 
the Collection at the Canadian Architectural Ar
chives at the Univers1ty of Calgary Library 
(Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 1997). 
Compiled by Linda M. Fraser, the book lists 
over 12,000 drawings covering 135 projects 
from Cardinal's student days at the University 
of Texas in 1%2 to the Museum of Ovilaztion 
project finished in 1989. It includes a brief in
troduction to Cardinal's work by Rhodri Wind
sor Liscom~. 

Andrea Palladio. 
TI1e Four Books on Architecture. 

Trans. Robert Tavemor and Richard 
Schofield. 

Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1997. 

reviewed by David Theodore 

The deluge of new topics in architectural his
tory ha!> not n.'<iuced the attention paid to tra

ditional fine art subjects like Palladio and 
Palladianism. The Palladio machine is till go
ing full steam His buildings in northern Italy 
continue to be studied from every po~le an
gle, placed m connection with art histOl)~ ar
chitectural history, and studies of social histol)~ 
colonialism and geography. This enduring in
terest in Pallndio, howevet is not only the prod-

uct of his buildings, but also a sign of the influ
ence of his books. Palladianism is studied as 
often as Palladio; and Jefferson,for example, 
who never saw a Palladio building. certainly 
saw Palladio's book, the famous Four Books on 
Architectrm. 

This new translation is an important 
addition to the growing number of easy-to-ob
tain canonical documents of the history of ar
chitectural theory. It is one of a number of well
known Renaissance texts recently published 
both in facsimile (such as editions of&Jbaro's 
trealbe on perspective and his translation and 
commentary on Vitruvius [1567 edition; ed. M 
Tafuri and M Morresi. (Milan, 1987)}), and new 
Engli:.h translations (including translations of 
Alberti' sOn the Arl of Building in Tro Books by J. 
Ryckwert, N. Leach and R. Tavemor (Cam
bridge, Mass., 1988) and Serlio's Tu~ le opere. 
libri I-V (V. Hart and P. Hicks [New Haven, 
1996]) 

Typically these editions are annotated, 
·and include scholarly introductions and bibli
ographies. Together they form a set of "pri
mary" sources, tools for students in the grow
ing number of academic programs promoting 
an historical understanding of architectural 
theory. The re-publication and translation of 
theoretical texts is geared towards theory spe
cialists, and not towards practitioners Tlu:. 
movement e\·en has 1ts own narrowly-focussed 
reference text the English translation of Hanno
Walter Kruft's A Hbtory of Archi1trb1ral Thtory 
from \'ilnn'lus to the Pre:>ent (New York. 1994). 

Palladio wrote several books. Two of 
these had military subjects and are relatively 
little- tudied (an illustrated commentary on 
Caesar from 1575 and an unpublished commen
tary on Polybius). Three others had buildings 
a-. their subJect and were immediate and long 
lasting popular successes: a book on the antiq
uities of Rome (unillu trated 1554); one on the 
churches of Rome (also unillustrated, 1554.. and 
first translated into Enghsh only recently by 
Euntce D Howe); and the famous four 8.Xlks of 
15i0. lt is ignificant that .ill three books were 
popular for hundreds of years.. Too often schol
ars imply that it is really Palladio's building<;, 
of which the Four Boo.b. are only a notation. 
howc\'cr ideal, that made his books so popu· 
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Jar; or, oonoommitantl); that only the 
sharp graphic:; of the Four &n\3, and not its tex-t. 

allowed for ";despread interest in and influ
ence of Palladio beyond Italy. But clearly 
Palladio had a knack for writing book:>. This 
knad is an important part of his continuing 
popularity. Pallailio's treatise has had succe>s 
a5o a Renaissance ~ller. This makes it dif
ferent from Vitnn;u .. • s 5UCO!SS as the first trea
tise, AJberti', as the •best• treatise, or Serlio's 
a_-.a paHcm book {e-.l!ll Palladio borrowed idea5 
from it). 

1 qrmtro libri has always been well-cir
Clllated. E\'l!n today copies of the b/0 editions 
are ea5y to obtain (m facsimile, of rourse: ~t 
Biraghi fPordenone, 1992] and E. Forssman 
[New York. 19i91 and there is a recent critical 
edition ed. LM1gagnato and P. Mariru [Milan, 
1980)). Within ten years of publication 
Palladio'5 treatise was translated into Latin. 

Englli.h t:ran.slations appeared only nmch later, 

in the mid ..evenleentiH:J!ntury. Indeed, this 
tardiness is one reason for the persistent idea 
that the text Yo'llS not essential to the promulga
tion ofPaJladian ideh In recent years, the most 
widely available English \'-ersion was the 1965 
New York Dover facsimile edition of Isaac 
Ware's li38 edition. 

For this new version the edifDrs provide 
an unobtrusive, useful apparatus: notes, glos
s.ry and bibliography at the back. as well as 
four diagrams illustrating Palladio's architec
tural terms for the parts of the orders (bases, 
capitals and entablatures) at the front All of 
these technical terms are left in Italian in the 
text and defined in the glossary, obviating a lot 
of squabbling over the sense of the translation. 
The original woodcuts from the b7U edition are 
used-Palladio's careful woodcuts which for 
the first time consistently pn!Sl'llted buildings 
in plan. section and ele-.·ation. {Despite the in
terest in perspective in the Rennaisance, 
Palladioseems never to have dra"''ll in perspec· 
tive. not e\'en a sketch.) The lay-out follows~ 
closely as possible Palladio' s placement of text 
and images. In this way the editors have man
aged to duplicate his combination of simple, 
concise commentary with precise, dear, scaled 
dta\\ings. 
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The introduction b based on Tavernor's 
1991 Pallad10 and PalkuJ.111msm. a short handbook 
updating but still hea,·ily based on ja.mes 
Ackerman's PaiLuJil and Rudolf Wittkower·s 
classic Arrhim:tun:l Prinople$ in the Age of Hu
marl~m. The bibliography on Palladio is very 
large, so thl>Se brief, coherent summaries are a 
good beginning for those new to the subject. 
The bibliography here is excellent (one could 
supplement it .,.,;th that in Bruce Boucher' s 1994 
book. whlch has good colour photographs, too). 

In short, this is a useful. readable and 
timely translation. lt will probably become the 
'tandard English translation, relegating the 
lsaac Ware \·ersion to its proper place in the his
tory of Palladianism. That is. Ware's translation 
will only be read to pr'O\ide clues as to how 
Palladio was understood 250 years ago, rather 
than used by students to understand Palladio 
toc:lay. 

And how do we understand Palladio 
today? The reception of I qt.Ulftro librihas always 
been a useful guide to the architectural concerns 
of an era, our own included. Why is Palladio 
still important, and to whom? Does the treatise 

contain any important lessons for modern 
builders as well as historians? The typologies 
that Palladio was concerned y,ith are rare com
missions toc:la): And we are not inclined to train 

architects to reconcile present-day problems 
with a stable social and cosmological order go
ing back to antiquity. Palladio's authority, his 
canonkity, pre.ents a problem for us in a world 
where Palladianism is both outmoded as a style 
and suspect as a symbolism-who but nostal
gic reactionaries build today with the • divine" 
orders? Who still reads Palladio to learn how 
to build? 

Tavemor' s introduction stresses Palladio 
as a practical architect, that is, as a craftsman 
and a builder. He argues that Palladio's book 
was addressed more to practicing designers 
than to patrons and human& scholars. Palladio 
may have felt that Alberti, Vitruvius and per
haps Barbaro had adequately covered the in· 
tellectual and theoretical organization of archi
tecture. But we do not read Palladio's treatise 
foran easy-to-follow set of rules, graphic or tex
tual, for making architecture. Today's Palladio 
is a writer, not a craftsman; and he is read by 

theorists, not builders. Understanding Palladio 
now means not jwot stud}ing buildings or copy
ing details, but interpreting and understand
ing Palladio'c; cultural and theoretical world: it 
means reading his writing. 

Dat'uJ Tlzrodorr is a shuient in the History and 
Tlreory Maskrs Program at McGill. 

Cynthia C. Davidson, eel 
Anybody. 

Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1997. 
reviewed by Michael Carrell 

Anybody comes from some where, namely a 
nonprofit corporation, Anyone, which can be 
found in New York at 41 West 25th Street on 
the 11th floor. Drop by. Anybody can. Anyone 
Corporation's mandate is to investigate the con
dition of architecture at the end of the millen· 
nium. Its aim is to challenge existing discipli
nary boundaries and introduce seemingly non· 
architectural questions into architecture. 

The publication Anybody documents the 
Anybody conference, held in June, 1996 in Bue
nos Aires. It was the sixth in a series of annual, 
international, cross-disciplinary conferences 
organi;r.ed by Anyone. The Latin American lo
cation added a definite political twist to an al
ready repressed and distracted contemporary 

body. 
Anybody remains buoyant in a sea of its 

indeterminacy because everybody was at Any· 
body-lots of floaters along with the heavy· 
weights as anchors and lifeguards. Anybody 
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was amoeboid, amorphous, unstable, 
morphing. But then imagine a Vitruvian male 
body tempered by psychoanalysis, political 
domination, pro~thebc devices, feminism, and 
a tinge of queer culture. 

Like the Tupac Amaru, Anybody's multi
disciplinary congregation of examiners of the 
architectural body tended to pull that body 
apart. In this instance, however, dismember
ment is not an act of execution but a dissection 
that will not allow us to reassemble the archi
tectural body as we have known it. 

The book's twenty-six articles cover a 
large field for anybody's recreation. The con
torted body of Anybody is considered as five 
permutations of itself: The Idealized Body, The 
Body Politic, The Vutual Body, The Formless 
Body and The Architectural Body. This "any
bodt is a moving target, and the goal of the 
game Is to escape any situation of capture or 
climax. Still the game does have some 
highpoints. Of particular interest is the Latin 
American factor found in "City and Fiesta: The 
Carnival of Salvador and the Nago City," and 
the demise of public space through the tech
niques of hyper-security in the private realm 
documented in Jean Francos's "From Public 
Space to Fortified Enclave." Also interesting is 
a certain humour that can be detected in 
Armando Silvas' article "Imaginary North/ 
South" where he compares and contrasts the 
disposal of excrement and mooning in lrvine, 
California and Bogota, Columbia. 

Especially insightful is Brian Massumi's 
analysis of a soccer fie ld as a useful tool for 
framing the possibility for reconciliation that 
undecidability proposes. Massumi describes a 
game with no goalposts as an analogy to the 
pos.c;ibility of an enfolding, non-dialectical po
sition m a field without polarization. He thus 
manages in his fourteen pages to define the field 
of Anybody's play. This definition is supple
mented by editor Cynthia C. Davidson's obser
vations on the Boca ]union; soccer match that 
took place the day after the conference. She re
calls the fervour of the crowd as two goals were 
scored with minutes left in what was until then 
a scoreless game. This demonstrated to her that 
the rc.11 game had no effect without its goals. 
We are only left to wonder if she was right. 

The remaining articles try to define an 
architt'Clural body that could hold a formlCS-5, 
virtual body. Elizabeth Diller's conceptually 
tight and witty interactive installation "Indiges
tion" combines strategies of installation art, in
teractive games and film noir. The dining table 
interface and its menu offer endless streams of 
courses and characters that propel the subse
quent narrative in different directions. Insight 
IS the goal, indigestion the desired result. It 
seems that art and especially architecture can 
cause heartburn, leading to the question 
·Where does one go for relief?• 

Various architectures are considered as 
answers. In "From Body to Blob• Greg Lynn 
contemplates two types of design and drawing 
techniques that relate directly to a creatively 
mutable paradigm of the body: skeletons and 
blobs (isomorphic polysurfaces}. The key to his 

position is that blobs are singular and continu
ous while multiple and discontinuous. Blob 
architecture seems to be a curious by-product 
of morphing software and wire frame diagrams, 
perfect for the bloated bodies of a late capital
istic culture. This view is supplemented by ·The 
Demiurgomorphic Contour." Here A rata 
lsozaki and Akira Asada put forth the position 
that the advent of the prosthesis marks a de
parture from anthropomorphic form; the dis
solution of the contour marks the beginning of 
an architecture of flux. The result is an archi
tecture of bigness and lightness ·with the limit 
of amorphism. 

One of the most convincing architectural 
projects presented at the conference was 
Alejandro Zaera-Polos' s project for Yokohama 
International Port Terminal. Its amorphous 
form lends itself to multiple readings in that it 
is both a building and a landscape. The Inter
stitial Space of Eisenman in his Zones of 
Undecidability also puts forth some interesting 
a'sertions, most notably that Piranesi in Campo 
Mail.iO articulated interstitial space in the small
est voids of his plan by adding additional fig
ures betwl!t?n figures. Eiscnma.n contends that 
his project for the ·church for the Year 2000 in 
Romt>" is not figure or ground but figure a~ 
ground I lis sketches arc liquid crystal dia
granls, caught between a static crystalline form 
and a Oowing liquid. This concept is extended 

to the facade of the church which literally is 
composed of two liquid crystal screens. But as 
one participant points out, one never attends 
mass in a computer diagram. 

The best part is saved until the end of 
Anybody, namely, the letters to Anybody, writ
ten by several participants of Anybody, just so 
nobody feels left oul For your benefit, I have 
devised a composite letter: 

•oear Anybody: 

"I thank you for the shock of Anybody. I am still 

trying to put together all the piece!. of the puzzle. 
My dissatisfaction concerns the presence of Latin 
America. We allli\·e in a concrete, embodied re

alii); so a more suitable plare should be found 

for this lcind of intellectual game. What is the 

point of Any. if Any's point h pointless? Lets talk 
it over in Rotterdam (1998): 

With all that, all anyone has aa:umulated 
are airmiles for an aimless and contented body. 

Michael Cllrro/1 is completeing his Mlbter's Thesis 
m the Hi5tory and Theory Program at the McGill 
School of Architecture. 

' an Blin, editor. 
Archit~chm of F~ar. 

Princeton: Princeton Architectural Press, 
1997. 

re\iewcd b) Ricardo L Ca~tro 

In the mid 1960:. architects such as Christopher 
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Alex.andes;. ~ Moore, Oui--tiln Norberg
Schulz. andAido Van E) a ... weJlastheori..~ 

sum ... art hi...torian Vincent S..-ully and ~
rapher Yi-Fu Tuan. ~ to underscore the 

ronrept of placethrough their theoretical inquir
i~ and ~ Place, or humanized space, 
arrivtd at that mommt to enrich the critical 

di.~ on ardrlti."Chlrl> and the environment. 
The idea of plact- was in de-ar o~ to a 
\W, b<L'-ed on the ... imple:r and more ab:>tract 

concept of '.J"'C'e. ronceh'ed in Cartesian tenns. 
and held b) m.tn} of the ardrltect,. anJ theore

ticians. of the modem mm-ement. 
Place became, in many~ in North 

Amma. the ... taple for ~uate inquires. ac

quiring an important position as one of the key 
concepts in design methodology and theory. 
Analyzed from \-arious philosophical staDces.. 
this roncrpt did not esape the crilical eye of 

philosophers and thinkers. Phenomenology, 
existenti.a.lism. semiotics_ ... tructuralism and 
n"m the more recent deconstruction analyses 
focused on the notion of place. 

The notimt of place has recently been 

examined from another perspedh e.. Under the 

title Ardliltrbur <f Ftszr, Nan Ellin. an assislan1 
professor of urban drsign and planning at the 
Unrrmity of Oncinnati. has compiled no.-mty 

ys. Contributors to this multi-disciplinary 
roDection include a melting pot of profession
als: an:hitect;; planners, urban critics theorists, 
educatars, geographers, wnters. artists,. photog
raphers, a tcle\'ision produm, a choreographer. 
a sociologist and a physicist. 

The pretext that allows the gathering of 

such a varied group of essays is simple. direct 
and udotibtedly alluring: contemporary land

scape has been shaped by a preocupalion ~ith 
fear. 'ot swprisingt~ the subtitle of Ellin' s in
troductory essay to the collection is a rephras
ing of one of the catchy aphorism of modem 

architecture: •form follows Fear and 
\rtee\0 er.;a..• Ultimately, as the reader may infer 

from the various essays. the preocxupation Y.ith 
fear manif itself at many scales and contexts 

ranging from the domestic, to the wban and 
ultimate!) to the C)'bernetic. 

An:hitmurr of Fm consists of four dis
tinct sections. The fust called •Fear Manifest.• 
compnses eight works that forus on the vari-

,.,... fifth Colu..... dO-Ll 

on:- form,. in which fulri-- ph) ically expres~. 
The~ "1u "'«tion. entitled • Per.;onal ~nift>s
tati _ &..uuon ... " includes three personal tes
timom.l.b dealing with the role of the built en
\ironment as a Jocu...; of fear as wcll as a protec

tion irom ft . ..r l.n the third section six essays 
addre:o-.~ the ~:>.'tle introduced in the pre\ious 
-«tion. but tJu:. ti..""'e at the group leveL hence 
it_... title •ColJectiw Manifestations Solution:..' 

Thefinalsection. "FromSuburbiatoCybwbia; 

include:> three e>>ol)' that dL"-us' t!le impact of 
the CJbemetic m-olution on the rontempomy 
~-e of place. 

For the sake of the bre\ity of this l'e\iew 
I will only mention two :,ignificant texts of this 

collection. 
Richard Sennet'.,. eo-say .. A Search for a 

Place in the World; b particularly engaging. It 
describes the character of a .. new" city as a re-

5Uii of the great chan~ in rurrent social and 
economic conditions. Sennet maintains that 
thanks to those changes • place has changed its 

meaning." The effect b one of weakening the 
identity of place with significant cultural con
sequences.. In the lucid and engaging style that 

Characterizes his writing. Sennet offers a strat
egy for a nm el way of l'lace-making. 

In his essay "Landscapegoat." Richard 
lngezsoD offers U!> a seductive thesis based on 
the notion of the scapegoat, that is, "an inno

ant figure able to absmb the blame for the cy
de of \iolent conflicts in a vindictive society.' 
lngersoD's scapegoats are the landscapes de
signed during the late twmtieth century. ln 

New York. Dailas, West Oaldand, Manhattan, 
and Barcelona he fincb pertinent examples to 
iUustrate his point. lngersoll demonstrates 
through a cunning analysis that the "contem
poruy garden is thus a paradoxical artifact 

\'v'hile it tStabliShes a reassuring sense of sta
bility in its immediate vicinil)~ it also functioru. 
as a 5eapegoat and the antithesis to the reality 
outside its frame: 

Unfortunately not all the parts in the 
collection resonate in the same effective man

ner as those briefly discussed abc:n·e. The de
sire for a more coherent relationship among the 
various essays emerges early in the reading of 
the work. This aspect shoukl not be overlooked 
simply because the editor slates in her preface 

that the book i~ not an anthology or a compre
hcru.h·e -.un·ey but rather a c;ample of wor~ 
on f.:ar and uroan de--ign. Arrhilcdurt! of Fazr 
....-ems to have appeared in synch l\ith a cul
tural.;ituation that may wcll be called the cul
ture of phobia and anxiety. Despite some of its 

rich content. this compilation of texts suffers 
from a fear to be selectively comprehensive. 

R.~a~rdo LGz:.tro i.' a falrl~> A~scciate Professor at 
t~ McGill Schoool of Arr:hitedurt! 

Cynthia Cooper 
Magnificent Entertainments: Fancy Dress 

BalJs of Canada's Governors General, 1876-
1898. 

Fredericton, New Brunswiclc Goose Lane 
and Hull, Quebec: Canadian Museum of 

Civilization, 1997. 

reviewed by Vanessa Reid 

·A brilliant &pt.'Ctade, replete with the deepest 
interest for the historical and political student, 
il5 well as delightful to the _ eye." Words writ

ten in response to Lord and Lady Aberdeen's 
wccessfull896 fancy dress ball are equally ap
propriate to describe Cynthia Cooper's recent 
publication on the subjL'Ct. While Cooper is a 
costume historian, her book, Magnificent £nk r 



taimm:nt~, is very much about the development 
of a distinctly Canadian Ulbanity and the spaces 
and societal functions integTal to this country's 
emerging, and still precarious identity. 

The four vice-regal costume balls that 
Cooper meticulously revives in Mag~tificent 
Entertainments were the high points of Cana
dian •Society" at the end of the nineteenth cen
tury. Each was conceived for specific social and 
political purpose-whether to win over Con
servative Toronto or appease French and Eng
lish Montreal-and each had an impact on Ca
nadian public life. Through dazzling and vivid 
language, an abundance of rich and telling ar
chival photogTaphs and impressive detective 
work, Cooper evokes the complex and often 
contradictory values inherent in the evolution 
of Canadian national identity. 

As historical resean:h, Magnificent Enter
tainments sits between Sandra Gwyn's The Pri
vate Capital: Ambition and Love m the Age of 
MacDonald and Laurier, a colourful, insightful 
social history of political Ottawa, and Carolyn 
Young's The Glory of Ottawa: Canadil's First Par
liament Buildings, an investigation of the design 
competition for the capital buildings. While 
each has a different approach, each reveals care
ful research into the attitudes and activities of 
a burgeoning society and nascent dominion. 
Cynthia Cooper's publication contribut~ from 
a unique perspective, the extremely well-re
corded, well-attended fancy dress costume 
balls. 

Organized chronologically, Cooper's 
story takes the reader from Lord Dufferin's 
precedent-setting fancy dress ball at Govern
ment House in Ottawa (1876) to the three held 
by Lord and Lady Aberdeen in Ottawa, Toronto 
and Montreal from 1896-8. The tour-de-force 
was the Aberdeen's Historic Ball, which cel
ebrated Canadian history, a · unifying and mor
ally uplifting theme. • While each ball had its 
own political and educational agenda, Cooper 
illustrates that dominant ideologies and con
flicting motivalions ran as murky undercur
rents. She shows this specifically through cos
tume, in the choice of and deportment in one's 
dress. 

In general, themes for costumes ranged 
from royalty (which ·added a veneer of high-

mindedness to the indulgence of vanity"), to 
familial ancestors, literary figures or abstrac
tions such as •PhotogTaphy.• While many cos
turn~ offered the opportunity to display fam
ily heirlooms, others allowed the wearer to 
break from strict codes of Victorian behaviom 
Revealing costumes (which showed a woman's 
ankles) or" ethnic• ones such as .. A Madrassee 
Ayah" or "Mic Mac Chief" allowed guests to 
play a role normally outside the boundaries of 
good tac;te. 

The re-creation of stereotypes ran ram

panL The impromptu native dance at the 1896 
Historic ball served to show that 1) while Norse 
Vlkings had been assigned to created their own 
dance, natives had been excluded as worthy 
members of a historic past and 2) that the per
ception of natives was locked in the colonial 
"noble savage" ideology. Furthermore, the lack 
of authenticity in costumes both for .. exotic· 
characters and historic periods for the sake of 
fashion revealed that priorities still lay in show 
rather than tell. Cooper's critical perspective on 
CO!>tume and behaviour offers a great deal of 
insight into the links between dress and soci
ety. 

Similarly, the spaces in which these func
tions took place had heavy political and social 
implications. The first two balls took place in 
Ottawa, the new capital of the nation, in 1876 
at Rideau Hall, the official residence of the Gov
ernor General and, twenty years later, in the 
Senate Chamber of the Parliament Buildings. 
Both were symbolic, elite spaces. The former 
was the home of the Queen's representative in 
Canada and the latter, although a public build
ing, was an exclusive space of power stratified 
along class and gender lines. Both buildings, in 
function and use, were closely linked to a Brit
ish impl!rialist ideology. 

The Victorian Era ball held at the Militia 
Armouries in Toronto and the Montreal Historic 
Fancy Dress Ball. a fundraiser for the restora
tion of the Chateau Ramezay, held at the Wmd
sor Hotel, were somewhat ll'SS prodigious than 
the fir.;t two. Again, the choice of space was 
meaningful. The Wmdsor Hotel Ball for exam
ple, with the lad. of historic reference:. and sym
bolism in the contemporary surroundings, was 
somewhat less serious in ib "educational" con-

tent. On the other hand, the transformation of 
the bare Armouries to the semblance of the in
terior of a luxury steamship was appropriate 
for the cosmopolitan Toronto guest!>. 

Students interested in d~ign, architec
ture and spatial use may be disappointed that 
Cooper does not delve into more detail on the 
transformation of these public buildings into 
social drawing rooms. She ·write:. that .. a team 
of architects and decorators set to work to trans
form the Armouries into a ballroom and 
supperoom. .. But was it significant which aJChi
tects were chosen to do this work? How were 
they part of the Uberal-leaning Aberdeens' 
scheme of "winning over· Coru>ervative To
ronto 1 And if, as the preface c;tates, the politi
cal agenda was played out in the social arena
on the ballroom floor-then it would be impor
tant to how the layout of the ballroom, how 
the space was used and by whom. Plans of the 
buildings indicating sight lines and patterns of 
circulation would have shown how the ball
rooms were stratified (or not) according to class. 
gender, language, social position and I or politi
cal affiliation. 

On the other hand, students of material 
culture, gender or Canadian history will find 
Magnificent Entertamments a rich source of in
formation and inspiration. This story, of cour.;e, 
relies on photOgTa phic sources and artifacts left 
by tho:;e who attended the balls-the wealthy 
and prominent members of socict). As a his
tory of the evolution of an urbane, Canadian 
elite, the photos are priceless; ma:.t were taken 
ajkr the e"ents to immortalize the costumee's 
glorious moment of pageantry. 

Cooper's exhaustive research captures 
the ecstasy and glitter of these events, the 
double-entendres and • incidental ab<;u.rdities• 
of hbtorical representation. With humour and 
a critical eye, the author reveal~ Canada as, in 
the words on one woman's co tume, a •truit
ful land beneath the snowy covering: 

Vant:-..-.1 Rtid i:> a rrant grrui~~~tu OJ t~ Domtslic 
Ent'ironlfiL""nh option of thr Mcgiii.Mastm of Ar
chrlt'Ciut? Program 


